CALL FOR PARTICIPANTS

Economic Science Association (ESA) Conference Sessions
organized by C. Mónica Capra, Claremont Graduate University, and Siqi Pan, University of Melbourne

Present a Paper in an ESA Session
If you are interested in presenting a paper on the broad subject of economics as an observational science, using controlled experiments to learn about economic behavior, please send your paper title, abstract, authors and contact information to monica.capra@cgu.edu or siqi.pan@unimelb.edu.au subject line “WEAI Denver ESA Sessions”.

Organize a Session
Be a member of the Conference Program Committee. All session organizers are recognized for their contribution to the program by being listed as a member of the Program Committee in the conference program. Institutional Member affiliates who organize a session receive a complimentary conference registration (visit www.weai.org for more information).

Opportunities to Publish Your Conference Paper
Contemporary Economic Policy and Economic Inquiry waive manuscript submission fees for WEAI members who submit conference papers within six months after the conference.

If you wish to present a paper in or organize an Economic Science Association session, please contact monica.capra@cgu.edu

Visit www.weai.org for complete conference information.